WORDPLAY
Explore the silly word usage in Moosetache. What other silly mixed up words can students create? 
(Example: What states would Moose make his home? Moosissippi, Mooosouri; What does Moose like on his hot dog? Moostard.

Have students write alliterative sentences describing themselves.

DESCRIPTIVE ADJECTIVES
Have students use expressive words to describe what it would feel like if they had a big, bristly, mighty MOOSETACHE!

MOOSE MATH
Have students each draw a part of Moose’s moosetache. Tape and ‘puzzle’ together around your classroom or hall. Then measure the moosetache. How many inches? Feet?

MOOSE ART
Have students draw a picture of themselves with a ‘mikestache’, ‘jamiestache’, ‘cindystache’, etc.

MOOSE MOUSSE!
Make chocolate mousse! Orange mousse! Asparagus Mousse?

MOOSE SEASON!

Use same idea for a moose hand puppet, only turn upside down. Fold bottom for face. Add antlers, eyes, moosetache.

Resources for Paper Bag Puppets on Margie’s website links page.